
BANGLADESH READYMADE GARMENTS LANDSCAPE

ated by the challenges inherent in Bangladesh's ready-made garments growth being seen in Bangladesh's RMG
industry and then describes the main hurdles.

Many textile factories in Bangladesh often compromise worker health and safety because of the tough pressure
from the ordering companies to make tight deadlines. House of Representatives have also urged the U.
Challenges like poor infrastructures, high lead time, weak backward industry and inefficient supply chain
management and more over low safety measures make the success of RMG somehow vulnerable these days
Hasan,  Islam et al. BGMEA along with the government and other international organizations need to take the
initiatives of developing skills and expertise of workers, through investment in education and training Hassan, 
In , 90 percent of Bangladesh's total earnings from garment exports came from its exports to the United States
and Europe. Not surprisingly, suppliers in Bangladesh see China as the country gaining most importance for
them over the next ten years, with lndia following suit with a ranking of third. Transformation of RMG
Industry. Islam, S. With challenges on one side, a more glittering future is waiting for the ready-made garment
industry of Bangladesh. Moazzem, H. Abdur Rakib1 and ATM Adnan2 Abstract The ready-made garments
RMG sector has a greater potential than any other sector in terms of employment and foreign exchange
earnings to reduce poverty and make a contribution to the national economy. Along with its potentiality the
sector is also experiencing new challenges which can be the future determinants of its sustainability. Low
literacy rate is the main reason for that. Cohesive and consensus measures should be perused by all public and
private level business and political groups like ministry of foreign affairs, foreign consulate and embassy of
Bangladesh, export promotion bureau, Business and trade association BGMEA, BKMEA , Export promotion
bureau to avail the market access and trade benefits from foreign markets. Power shortfall resulted in loss of
production worth of USD 1. Rahman et al. The high cost of doing business is because of intensive increase in
the rate of interest which has increased the problems of the industry. Dependency on only few big buyers are
vulnerable, rather Bangladesh should search for new market in the EU for reducing the dependency from big
buyers. These chemicals include but are not limited to bleaching agents and azo dyes. There is clearly seen
form the lending rate comparison that except of Myanmar the interest rate is highest among all the major
RMG exporting countries. The country ranked sixth in Asia and 29th in the world with  In spite of this
factories stayed open to fill overdue orders. Though over the year a good backward linkage has developed, we
still fall short in forward linkage Islam, 


